
How to start using your  
Wrap-Up

		Moisten the whole writing surface with 
Legamaster board cleaner.

		Wipe the writing surface clean with a Micro 
fibre cloth.

		Make sure that your writing surface is dry 
before you start writing on it.

		Always thoroughly clean the writing surface 
before writing on it.

		Use markers with sufficient ink in the reservoir 
and firmly replace caps after use.

		For best results store markers horizontally.

		The Legamaster Micro fibre cloth gives the best 
result for intensive wet wiping and cleaning.

		Legamaster board cleaner spray is a solution 
for intensive cleaning and wet-erasing in 
combination with the Micro fibre cloth. Please 
ensure you do not over-moisten the writing 
surface. Thoroughly clean the writing surface 
until all the ink has been removed and there is 
no longer liquid visible on the surface.

		Best solution for intensive wet wiping and cleaning

		Even removes ghost writing and ink stains

		All you need is water or, for best result, use 
Legamaster whiteboard and glassboard cleaner –  
no other solvents required

		Dimensions 40 x 40 cm

		Withstands wash cycles up to 60 degrees

		Whiteboard spray for regular,  
thorough cleaning of whiteboards,  
planning boards and glassboards

	Quick-drying

Microfibre cloth
40 x 40cm – 2 pcs
Ref.no. 7-121700

TZ 7 125 ml bottle
Ref.no. 7-121200

TZ 8 250 ml bottle
Ref.no. 7-121300
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Legamaster, brand of the edding group

Wrap-Up
Cleaning and maintenance

BOARD ERASER

BOARD CLEANER

When using a whiteboard intensively; cleaning (older) ink stains can be a challenge. The cloth removes the “ghost 
writing” which occurs when the volatile components of the ink leave “ghost writing” on the writing surface.  
Even when using a dry Micro fibre cloth this “ghost writing” mostly disappears. Additionally the cloth takes up  
the ink pigments; preventing them from being wiped over the writing surface again.  
Last but not least: After usage the cloth can simply be washed in the washing machine

Whiteboard and glassboard cleaner

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY

NO FUEL GAS


